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Chemistry rev iew

Multiple Choice
Identifi the choice that best completes the stotement or answers the question,

1. Most steps in a reaction mechanism
a. are complicated. c. are easily observable.
b. involve several molecules. d. are simple.

2. Species that appear in some steps but do not appear in the net equation are
a. reactants. c. activated complexes.
b, products. d. intermediates.

3. In the reaction represented by the following equation, a possible intermediate is H2@) + bk) -+ 2HI(g)a' fb. c. Hal.
b. HI. d. t.

4. Reactions whose reactants and products exist in a single phase are called
a. reaction mechanisms. c. homogeneous reactions.
b. heterogeneous reactions. d. activated complexes.

5. A homogeneous reaction is one in which the
a. reactants and products are in the same phase.
b. reactants and products are in a different phase.
c. activated complex and intermediates are in a diflerent phase.
d. one reactant is in a solid phase and another reactant is in a liquid phase.

6. To be effective, a collision requires
a. sufficient energy.
b. a favorable orientation.
o. sufficient eaergy and a favorahle orientation.
d. a reaction mechanism.

7. If colliding molecules have an orientation that favors reaction, they have
a- the correct angles and distances between atoms.
b. sufficient energy for each molecule.
c. speeds that are neither too fast nor too slow.
d. entropy values in the proper range.

8. Which attempts to explain chemical reactions and physical interactions of molecules?
a. chemical kinetics c. thermodynamics
b. collision theory d. thermochemisffy

9. Raising the temperature of gas particles
a. increases both collision eners/ and favorability of orientation.
b. increases neither collision energy nor favorability of orientation.
c. increases collision energy but does not increase favorability of orientation.
d. increases favorability of oriontation but does not increase collision energy.

10. If a collision between molecules is very gentle, the molecules are
a. more likely to be favorably oriented. c. more likely to react.
b. less likely to be favorably oriented. d. more likely to rebound without reaoting.

11. The minimum energy required for an effective collision is called
L. energyofenthalpy. c. fieeenergy.
b. activation enerry. d. kinetic enersr.
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A short-lived structure formed during a collision is a(n)
a. reagent. c. activated complex.
b. catalyst. d. inhibitor.
Activation energ;r is
&. the energy required to form the activated complex.
b. the net energy required to turn reactants into products.
c. the enthalpy of reaction.
d. free energy.

In an energy-proflile graph, the activated complex is represented at the
a. left end of the curve. c. bottom of the curve.
b. right end ofthe curve. d. top ofthe curve.
Raising the temperature of reactants in a system
a. increases the average kinetic enerry of the molecules.
b. decreases the average kinetic energy of the molecules.
c. decreases the rate of collision of molecules.
d. has no effect on the average kinetic energy of molecules.

what is the name of the energy needed to lift reactants from the energy trough?
a. free energy c. kinetic energy
b. activation energy d. energyofreaction
AE is positive for
a. an endothermic reaction. c. an inhibited reaction.
b. an exothermic reaction. d. a stable reaction.
Which of the following is true in an endothermic reaction?
a. energy ofproducts < activation energy < energy ofreactants
b. energy ofreactants < activation energy < energy ofproducts
c. enerry of products < eners/ of reactants < activation energy
d. energy ofreactants < enerry ofproducts < activation energy

How fast something changes with time is a(n)
a. area. c. order.
b. rate. d. collision.
Reaction rate depends upon
a. both collision frequency and efficiency. c. collision efficiency.
b. average kinetic energy. d. average potential energy.
Which substance naturally combines most rapidly with oxygen?
a. platinum c. iron
b. sodium d. coal
Ifthe surface area ofreactants is larger,
a. the reaction rate is generally higher. c. the reaction rate is not affected.
b. the reaction rate is generally lower. d. the rate-determining step is eliminated.
A sample of a substance bums more rapidly in pure oxygen than in air. Which factor is most responsible for
this high rate of reaction?
a. the pressure ofthe reactants c. concentration ofthe reactants
b. temperafure d. surface area exposed to air
Which process is used to speed up chemical reactions?
a. calorimetry c. activation
b. catalysis d. inhibition
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25. En4'mes are
a. heterogeneous in nafure.
b. consumed by the reaction.

26. In a net equation, catalysts
a. are shown with the reactants.
b. are shown with the products.
c. are shown with both reactants and products
d. are not shown.

Problem

35

c. zero order inarate expression.
d. speoific for both reactions and reactants.

ID: A
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34.

For a cost-sensitive reaction, catalysts can be
a. thrown away. c. regenerated and reused.
b. used as reaction inhibitors. d. used as reaction indicators.
The letter k in a rate law stands for
a. a proportionality constant. c. temperature.
b. concentration. d. reaction rate.

The value of fr in a rate law
a. is the same under all conditions. c. varies with time.
b. varies with concentration. d. varies with temperature.
A reaction order is found by comparing the concentratiorr ratio with the
a. rate ratio. c. temperature ratio.
b. time ratio. d. pressure ratio.
In the rate law for the following equation, n:HAl,[B]*, the units for [A] and [B] are
a. g1s'1. a. M.
b. M-1s-1. d. Ms-1.

The rate ofa reaction does not depend on the concentration ofthe reactant A when the order ofreactant A is
a. zero, c. two.
b. one. d. tfuee.

The rate law for a reaction generally depends most directly on the
a. net chemical reaction. c. rate-determining step.
b. first step in the reaction pathway. d. last step in the reaction pathway.

If a chemical reaction proceeds in a sequence of steps, the slowest step is called
a. the kinetic step. c. the problem step.
b. the constant step. d. the rate-determining step.

Nitrogen dioxide and fluorine react in the gas phase according to the following equation
2NOr(g) +Fr(d + ZNOrFfu)

A proposed reaction mechanism for this reaction follows:
NOr+F, +NOrF+F slow

F+NO, -+ NO2F fast

Identifli the rate-determining step and write an acceptable rate law
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36. Three experiments that have identical conditions were performed to measure the initial rate of decomposition
of ammonia on a platinum surface:2NHr(S) -+ Nr(S) + 3Hrfu). The results for the three experiments in
which only the NH3 concenfation was varied are as follows:

Experiment [NH:] (M) Rate (Mls)
1 0.040 4.5 x 104
2 0.080 9.0 x 10-2

J 0.t20 1.35 x 10-l

Write the rate law for the reaction. Find the value and units of the specific rate
constant.

37. Three experiments are performed under identical conditions to measure the initial rate of the reaction
described by the equation 2Nror(g) *) 4NOr(g) + Or(g). The results of the three experiments, in which
only the N2O5 concenfuation is varied, are as follows:

Experiment [N2O5] (M) Rate (M/s)
1 0.030 2.2 x l|a
2 0.060 8.8 x 10-2

J 0.090 1.98 x 10-1

Write the rate law for the reaction. Find the value and units of the specific rate constant.
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